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Florida Retina Specialists expands; Venzaras building at Viera Medical Park
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U.S. Navy guided missile destroyer USS Delbert D. Black joins the
fleet; commissioned Sept. 26 at a private event at Port Canaveral
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By Julie Ripley
julie.a.ripley1@navy.mil
CNSP Outreach Director
PORT CANAVERAL (Sept. 26, 2020) — The U.S. Navy
has commissioned Arleigh Burke–class guided–missile
destroyer USS Delbert D. Black (DDG 119).
Because of public health and safety concerns related to
the novel coronavirus pandemic, the commissioning was a
private event.
Secretary of the Navy Kenneth Braithwaite was
represented by Assistant Secretary of the Navy James
Guerts, with Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy
(MCPON) Russell Smith placing the ship into commission.
The chief of naval operations, Adm. Michael Gilday,
was represented by Adm. William Lescher, vice chief of
naval operations.
The event was livestreamed to allow public viewing of
the ceremony for the ship named for the first Master Chief
Petty Officer of the Navy.
Smith, currently serving as the 15th senior enlisted
leader of the Navy, was the principle speaker. Smith fills
the role begun by Black as advisor to the chief of naval
operations and to the chief of naval personnel in matters
dealing with enlisted personnel and their families.
“This is the first ship to honor a senior enlisted leader in
such a way for their contributions in this realm, and represents a significant milestone achievement that recognizes
both the responsibility of the position to the Navy, as well
the tremendous accountability to those enlisted Sailors we
primarily provide advocacy for,” said Smith.
“The vision and effort it took to move the idea of a
Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy into an effective
reality cannot be overstated, and all of us have been the
benefactors of his legend of service by advancing the work

that he began.”
Rear Adm. Brad Cooper, commander, Naval Surface
Force Atlantic, welcomed the ship that brings a wide range
of warfighting capabilities in multi–threat air, surface and
subsurface environments to the premier Surface Force in
the world.
“The USS Delbert D. Black joins the fleet during a time
when its cutting–edge capabilities are most needed,” said
Cooper. “I’m extremely proud of this crew and know the
pennant of courage, teamwork, inclusiveness and sacrifice
will be taken up and flown even higher with the Sailors
who serve aboard the ship.”
Ima Black (MCPON), Delbert D. Black’s widow and a
former sailor, served as the ship’s sponsor offering
congratulations to everyone who played a role in delivering
USS Delbert D. Black to service. Ima Black served during
World War II in the Navy WAVES — Women Accepted for
Volunteer Emergency Service.
USS Delbert D. Black’s Commanding Officer,
Cmdr. Matthew McKenna, reported the ship ready to
Adm. Lescher.
The crew is excited to kick off “Tulsa Navy Week” as
part of their commissioning. “Being that Delbert Black was
a native of Oklahoma, I’m ecstatic that Tulsa Navy Week
will highlight the first Master Chief Petty Officer of the
Navy, namesake of our ship, virtually Oct. 5 through 11,”
said McKenna. “This is much more than a ceremony; the
commissioning of a ship is a culmination of unwavering
dedication. The ship is ready to be introduced to the fleet.”
Delbert D. Black is the 68th Arleigh Burke–class
guided missile destroyer to be delivered to the Navy and
the first to bear its name. DDG 119 honors the first
MCPON.
Black is known for initiating the master chief program,
ensuring enlisted leadership was properly represented
Navy–wide.

Classical scholar Dr. Robert Royal authors a new, informative book,
‘Columbus and the Crisis of the West’ — events in historical context
By A.J. Rice
aj.publius@gmail.com
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After decades of politically charged controversy, the
reputation and standing of Christopher Columbus lies
battered beneath mountains of misjudgments and
distortions.
The surge of historical revisionism now ravaging the
legendary explorer insists that his daring adventures
brought only tragic consequences: disease, death, subjugation of native peoples, incitement of the African slave
trade, destruction of the environment, and other horrors.
But is this a legitimate assessment of Europe’s inevitable western expansion?
In “Columbus and the Crisis of the West,” Dr. Robert
Royal carefully examines the mind and motives of
Christopher Columbus, distinguishing him as the greatest
explorer of his age, whose courage and vision extended
Christian Europe and inspired the American spirit.
Yet you won’t find here a full–throated defense of
Christopher Columbus. Rather, Dr. Royal examines what
actually happened in the decades following 1492, when two
widely divergent cultures met and mingled. Refusing to
ignore or underplay the tragedies of America’s origins,
Royal masterfully places these events in historical context,
protecting them from the contemporary biases that are
moving forward at ramming speed to crush fragile truths.

Call Adrienne Roth at 321-951-7777 for Advertising Information

In these pages you’ll explore Columbus’ spirituality and
the apocalyptic vision that guided him, as well as the
disparate ways in which Puritans and Catholics viewed
and approached the indigenous peoples. You’ll also
discover what life was really like for them, the truth about
Indian environmentalism, the essence of the noble savage,
and the soundness of the claim that the native peoples
were innocents living in harmony with nature.
Here is the book that cuts through the fashionable
pieties of our time by boldly refuting the most popular
indictments of Columbus and early America. Finally, a
serious classical scholar who confronts with power the
crusading revisionist historians who are leveraging the
Native American conquest in an effort to defile, dishonor,
and ultimately upend Western civilization.
l About Dr. Robert Royal
Dr. Robert Royal is the founder and president of the
Faith & Reason Institute in Washington, D.C., and editor–
in–chief of The Catholic Thing (www.thecatholicthing.org).
He holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees from Brown
University, and a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature from
the Catholic University of America. He has taught at
Brown University, Rhode Island College, and The Catholic
University of America. He received fellowships to study in
Italy from the Renaissance Society of America (1977) and
as a Fulbright scholar (1978). From 1980 to 1982, he
served as editor–in–chief of “Prospect” magazine in
Princeton, N.J.
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Working with you and for you to
find the best mortgage.
After you’ve found your dream home, let Shelter Mortgage Company
provide the dream loan. Whether you’re a first-time homebuyer, looking
to buy your next home, or refinancing, your satisfaction is our #1 priority.
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• Lots of options for low down
payments on our Conventional, VA,
USDA, FHA, and even Jumbo loans
• Renovation Loans: Facilitate home
improvements
• Jumbo loans up to $3M
• Construction-to-Permanent Financing
• Qualify with Less-Than-Perfect Credit
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© 2019 Shelter Mortgage Company, L.L.C. All Rights Reserved. This communication does not constitute a
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If you don’t ever take a risk in life, you’ll never know the taste of victory or defeat
By Peter Telep
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida
You’ve heard the idea before: The higher the risk, the
greater the reward.
You’re familiar with those people in your personal and
professional life whom you would call risk–takers, the ones
who casually skydive on a Sunday afternoon and post their
death–defying pictures on their social media feeds.
You might also know a few people who avoid taking
risks in any aspect of their lives, from their financial
investments to trying new foods to getting on an airplane.
We call them risk averse. My wife calls them smart, since
she’s one of them.
“You’re young,” my father told me after I graduated
from high school. “You have time. You don’t have any
family commitments. Take some risks! See the world!”
When he was my age, he joined the Navy. I was a
trumpet player and rock guitarist in high school. I had no
dreams to become a soldier or even see the world, but I
understood what he was saying.
While I was a junior at Southampton College in New
York, I landed a writing job on a television show, packed
up my car, drove across the United States, and spent five
years living in Los Angeles writing for the film and
television industries. I had quit school and taken a risk.
My dad was proud. I eventually returned to Florida,
earned my degrees at UCF, and became an instructor at
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UCF with industry experience. The risk paid off.
One of my favorite presidents, Theodore Roosevelt,
wrote eloquently about taking risks. He said that if you
fail, at least you fail “while daring greatly.” If you don’t
take a risk, you’ll never know victory or defeat.
Library bookshelves buckle under the weight of risk–
takers who explored the earth, dared to rise up against
oppressive governments, and sought the stars (among a
billion other goals that at first seemed far too risky). I’ve
always attached equal measures of awe and nobility to
people willing to sacrifice everything for a dream. They
decided that the risk was worth it.
However, this year nearly all aspects of our lives have
become much riskier. Situations that never had any risk
attached now set off alarms. Do I send my kids back to
face–to–face classes? Do I return to my job and wear my
mask? How safe will that be? It’s a strange new world for
us all. Who thought going to a wedding or a football game
or a supermarket would become a high–risk situation with
terrible consequences?
Our tolerance for risk is informed by the way we were
raised, our personalities, and our current lives (for
example, a young mother might avoid skydiving, while her
grandmother happily jumps out of a perfectly good
airplane).
I consider myself a fairly aggressive risk–taker. I’ve
been an avid road cyclist for over 10 years, braving the
treacherous roads of Central Florida. While I’ve never been
struck by a car, I’ve been grazed, buzzed, spat at, cursed at,
and literally run off the road. If it’s so dangerous, why do I
keep riding? The adrenaline rush, the fitness, and the joy
of being outdoors are worth the danger to life and limb.
That’s a decision I’ve made, one with which you may not
agree.

That’s okay. I think skydivers, people who eat shellfish,
and those who ride motorcycles without helmets are all
insane for taking those risks; however, who am I to judge?
I’ve never done those things, so I’ve never experienced the
rewards. Risk is a matter of personal choice and perspective. Are we looking at all the pieces that go into a decision
so that we can better see the big picture?
Admittedly, risk–takers like me have become experts at
dismissing consequences. Don’t spoil the fun by mentioning that I might die on my bicycle. I am fully aware of the
risks I am taking. I don’t need your reminder. But what
about my family? Am I being too selfish?
I’m honestly unsure if I’d be a road cyclist were my
daughters younger. Now that they are both in their 20s,
my choices don’t strike quite as hard, but every time I go
out, the fear does cross my mind.
It’s quality of life vs. safety, and we’re wrestling with
that every day now. I won’t judge you if you decide to eat at
a socially distanced restaurant or work out at your local
gym, so long as you and those facilities are adhering to the
current precautionary guidelines. The problem occurs
when your risk infringes on someone else’s rights, and
that’s something we all need to carefully consider.
Make no mistake. These are risky times–all the more
reason to be empathetic and kind to each other. As Knights
we boldly charge on toward our futures, keenly aware that
while greatness requires risk, everyone’s tolerance level is
different, and that’s OK.
Peter Telep is a senior instructor in
UCF’s Department of English. He can
be reached at Peter.Telep@UCF.edu.

From the Public Record of Brevard County Sheriff Wayne Ivey
From: michael.demorat@bcso.us
Cc: wayne.ivey@bcso.us; douglas.waller@bcso.us;
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2018 12:39PM
darrell.hibbs@bcso.us; Ronald.Tomblin@bcso.us;
To: charles.nash@bcso.us; Cinashlaw@aol.com
lindsey.deaton@bcso.us
Subject: FW: BAM TV Show Connections / Scheduling
Attachments: Brevard waiver notes.docx; BAM Application and Waiver.pdf;
Jail_Access_Agreement_Revised_by_Nash_03_29_2018.docx
Charlie,
Attached are the revisions to our BAM contract from the attorney representing the British production network. I have
significant concerns with them insisting on having ultimate editorial control of the content, except where it relates to a
“legal or security” issue. You can see their comments below as it relates to Clause 8 on this subject. They also advised
they are not able to destroy any unused footage as we requested due to legal constraints, however they would stipulate to
not airing any of the material.
Please call me at your convenience to review further. Thanks
Mike
To: Chief Michael DeMorat
From: Charles I. Nash
Chief of Judicial Services
General Counsel
Brevard County Sheriff’s Office
Brevard County Sheriff’s Office
michael.demorat@bcso
charles.nash@bcso.us
Subject: RE: Revised Agreement
Attachments: Jail_Access_Agreement_Revised_by_Nash_05_04_2018.docx
Sent: Friday, May 4, 2018 12:41 PM
Hi Mike,
I have reviewed the revised agreement as revised by BrightSpark and I have made modifications to the most recent
version that are designed to protect Sheriff Ivey.
I am of the view that BrightSpark either needs to accept the provisions as is or move on. We are simply going around
in circles relative to preventing the dissemination of video and audio that may cast our agency in an embarrassing or
unprofessional light. It does not matter whether this occurs as a result of a deliberate or manipulative action on the part
of the producer or the television station.
Please let me know your thoughts!
Best regards,
Charlie
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2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT
DOCUMENT# N36299
Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION,
INC.

FILED
Feb 07, 2019
Secretary of State
0275169506CC

Current Principal Place of Business:

File photo

976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955

Timothy Michaud

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
FEI Number: 59-3048626

Certificate of Status Desired: No

Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL 32931 US

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Department there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’
John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

Bill wants to know if you
can make
Sherif Ivey's uniform
yellow like
a chicken

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE: TIMOTHY MICHAUD

02/07/2019
Date

Electronic Signature of Registered Agent

Officer/Director Detail :
Title

S

Name

NORONHA, DENZIL

Address

5575 N ATLANTIC AVE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

Title

DP

Name

WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address

3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

Title

T

Name

GALZERANO, CRISTY

Address

2080 N ATLANTIC AVE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE: TOM WILLIAMSON

Zero
black spots

DIRECTOR

Electronic Signature of Signing Officer/Director Detail

02/07/2019

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’
Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith
to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

Date

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

DID THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT MURDER FORMER COMBAT MEDIC GREGORY EDWARDS?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is a past president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.
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‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’
Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd
at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015
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Lessons from coronavirus pandemic; bureaucrats inside the important agencies have ties to industry

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Dr. Jane Orient
doctorjaneorient@gmail.com
The exciting medical lesson that we should learn is
that viral diseases are treatable.
The political lessons are that the government
takeover of health care persists long after the
15–days–to–flatten–the–curve emergency is over, and
that the medical technocracy is disastrous to both
health and freedom. It is blocking the use of the
methods used in countries that have had a 75 percent
lower mortality rate.
Doctors have been telling their patients for
decades: you have a virus, antibiotics don’t help, just
“tough it out.”
With COVID–19, most doctors are telling patients
to go home, isolate themselves, possibly report on
their contacts, and go to the emergency room if they
are otherwise sick enough to be admitted to hospital
(extremely sick, these days). If asked, most doctors
will refuse point blank to prescribe the antimalarial
drug hydroxychloroquine (HCQ). They “know” it
doesn’t work, based on the authorities’ pronouncements, even if they have zero experience themselves.
There is no home treatment that is recommended
by the World Health Organization (WHO), the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the
Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA), the
American Medical Association (AMA), or your
managed care plan.
In their view, “following The Science” means
denying treatment. Doctors who defy this diktat may

get fired, like Dr. Simone Gold, founder of America’s
Frontline Doctors, or face an investigation and
possible delicensure by government agencies.
FDA Commissioner Stephen Hahn states that
physicians have the legal right to prescribe approved
drugs for off–label uses. HCQ has been approved since
1955 and has been safely used by hundreds of millions
of patients for malaria, lupus, and rheumatoid
arthritis. It will probably never be approved specifically for COVID–19. It generally takes years and costs
millions to add an official indication. Who will go
through that just so they can advertise a cheap, off–
patent drug for an additional use? At least 20 percent
of prescriptions are off–label–but HCQ for COVID–19
is the only one that could subject a physician or
pharmacy to the threat of a professional death
sentence.
Epidemiologist Harvey Risch of Yale University
estimates that 100,000 people may have lost their
lives needlessly because of governmental agencies
obstructing the use of HCQ.
The pretext for government prohibitions is always
to protect public safety. Former AMA president
Patrice Harris, M.D., in response to resident Donald
Trump’s question “What have you got to lose?” said
“possibly your life.” Millions of Americans are terrified
of the threatened heart effects, which are exceedingly
rare–in fact, HCQ probably protects the heart.
But what is really being protected is the medical
technocracy, the medical–industrial–regulatory
complex, dominated by bureaucrats inside important
agencies such as the CDC, which have deep ties to
extremely profitable industries.
The technocracy is heavily invested in vaccines and
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expensive drugs like remdesivir and monoclonal
antibodies developed through advanced biotechnology.
While waiting for miraculous advances, patients are
dying. And many more may suffer long–term chronic
illness that might have been prevented by early
treatment.
Moreover, the country’s economy and freedom are
dying as health authorities hold people hostage to
results of their constant PCR testing that may be
wildly inaccurate.
What if the authorities’ cherished dogmas about
viral diseases in general are wrong?
In studying the response of COVID–19 to HCQ, Dr.
Lee Merritt found that this treatment was not a new
idea. Many scientific papers have been written in the
past 40 years about the antiviral effects of many
antimicrobials–antimalarials, antiparasitics such as
ivermectin, and antibiotics such as azithromycin–on a
number of viruses. “Like Rip Van Winkle, I suddenly
awoke, after decades, to a completely new medical
reality,” Dr. Merritt writes.
During the deadly “Spanish flu” pandemic in 1918–
1920, patients were successfully treated with injections of quinine, a precursor to HCQ. How many
people die of influenza every year because of failure to
follow up on this lead?
We are also learning that the risk of COVID–19 is
strongly correlated with vitamin D and zinc deficiency–although Big Tech censors may keep you from
learning of this by calling it “harmful misinformation.”
There are many promising approaches to COVID–
19 and other viral diseases, aside from Fauci’s favorite
— Gilead’s remdesivir — and Bill Gates’s genetically
engineered vaccines. You probably haven’t seen them
in the media.
Let us hope that the shock of COVID–19 and the
freedom–crushing response will awaken Americans to
the danger of trusting our lives and liberty to the
government–anointed experts of the medical–
industrial–regulatory complex. If the remnant of
independent physicians and institutions is destroyed
with single payer or “Medicare for all,” we will have a
COVID–19–like regime without end.
l About Dr. Jane M. Orient
Dr. Orient obtained her undergraduate degrees in
chemistry and mathematics from the University of
Arizona in Tucson, and her M.D. degree from Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons in
1974. She completed an internal medicine residency
at Parkland Memorial Hospital and University of
Arizona Affiliated Hospitals and then became an
instructor at the University of Arizona College of
Medicine and a staff physician at the Tucson Veterans
Administration Hospital. She has been in solo private
practice since 1981 and has served as executive
director of the Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons (AAPS) since 1989.
She is currently president of Doctors for Disaster
Preparedness. She is the author of “YOUR Doctor Is
Not In: Healthy Skepticism about National
Healthcare,” and the second through fifth editions of
“Sapira’s Art and Science of Bedside Diagnosis”
published by Wolters Kluwer. She authored books for
schoolchildren, “Professor Klugimkopf’s Old–Fashioned English Grammar” and “Professor Klugimkopf’s
Spelling Method,” published by Robinson Books.
She is the editor of “AAPS News,” the “Doctors for
Disaster Preparedness Newsletter, and “Civil Defense
Perspectives,” and is the managing editor of the
Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons.
OCTOBER 12, 2020
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By Ed Hess
The times they are a–changing…and so is the nature of
our work.
As our familiar world crumbles around us (thanks,
COVID–19!), and technology continues snapping up more
and more of the tasks humans have always done, we’ll
need a whole new set of skills. If we want to stay employed
and viable, we must reinvent ourselves. Leaders. Employees. Everyone.
And it’s not like adding new rooms onto an old house.
It’s more like tearing it down to the foundation and
rebuilding.
The new world we’re entering has flipped everything
upside–down. The skills, mindsets, and ways of being that
were once prized and sought after have actually become
liabilities.
We must all be able to continuously learn, unlearn, and
relearn by adapting to the reality of the world as it evolves.
This is not easy, considering our inherent ego–driven need
to defend what we think we know. It requires a whole new
way of being and a whole new way of working, which, in
turn, requires a whole new way of leading.
Here are seven skills and attitudes that not long ago
might have gotten you a corner office, but may now get you
fired:
l Command–and–control leadership style. Expecting
people to “follow orders or else” works well when you’re
running a factory. In that setting, you expect people to be
cogs — to do rather than to think, problem–solve, and
connect. In the Digital Age, though, you’ll need to lead
people whose jobs require innovation, creativity, and
emotional engagement. You cannot coerce or command
people to do these things. Instead, you must create the
conditions that enable them.
l Motivation by fear. In the old command–and–control
days (think Industrial Revolution), this worked. Fear is an
effective motivator when you need people to simply
(mindlessly) comply. The problem is, if employees are
afraid of negative consequences (from verbal abuse to
being fired), they won’t take risks, suggest new ideas,
report problems, critique others’ thinking.
When people are motivated by fear, they won’t bring
their best selves to work. They won’t be able to engage in

Hyper–Learning. And a company that allows this style of
leadership can’t become an “idea meritocracy” where the
best data–driven idea or judgment wins, regardless of
rank, compensation, or power.
l Being a smarty–pants (all–knowing). Pre–internet,
the more you knew, the more valuable you were. In school,
the higher your grades and fewer your mistakes, the
“smarter” you were. That is old–school “smart,” and it is
actually a liability in an age that requires constant
learning, unlearning, and relearning. You’ll never be able
to store in your head as much information as a computer,
and you will not have fast, perfect recall like a computer.
Instead, you’ll now be valued for your ability to think
differently from a computer when there is not a lot of data
or knowledge. You will have to excel at going into the
unknown and figuring stuff out. Leaders and employees
alike need to be good at not knowing rather than knowing.
That takes humility, which is the opposite of a big ego.
l Hard–driving Type–A work style. In less complex
times, such leaders thrived. Needed results were clear, and
leaders could push (themselves and others) until they were
achieved. In a global economy rife with uncertainty and
ambiguity — and never has that been more the case than
it is right now! — nothing is clear. Rather than driving
results, leaders must slow down and foster engagement.
It’s the only way people can work together to find solutions.
If this is to happen, leaders must exist in a state of inner
peace–and help employees do the same.
l Focus on quick decisions and efficiency. In the past,
when the leader’s word was law, being able to make
decisions quickly and enforce them was a strength. Not
anymore. The best leaders are able to slow down, engage
with others, and really listen with a nonjudgmental, open
mind. They know that the kinds of high–level conversations that need to happen take time to unfold. Innovation
and exploring the new is a process where the answers
change as you learn.
l “Winner–takes–all” mindset. Back when companies
were military–style hierarchies, it made sense to compete
for the boss’s favor. Leaders often encouraged such internal
competition because it drove individuals to compete
against each other. It was a survival–of–the–fittest
environment, pitting people against each other and
believing that would produce the best results. In the
Digital Age, work will happen via collaboration in an “idea

meritocracy” setting.
High–functioning teams will trump individualism. This
means leaders will need to create environments that result
in caring, trusting teams where employees are naturally
motivated to work together and help each other.
l “All–business” mentality. Back when employees
functioned as human machines, emotions were unnecessary. In fact, they were liabilities. Employers expected
people to leave their humanity (certainly their messy
emotions) at the door. Today, the opposite is true. Positive
emotions are at the heart of learning, connecting, collaborating, and creating. They’re the building blocks of caring,
trusting relationships. Great leaders will have to “get” and
value the power of emotions. And they’ll need to make a
point of showing employees they see and value them as
unique human beings.
In the Digital Age, our human uniqueness will be
highly dependent on our emotional capabilities and how
we manage our emotions. It will not be “all business.” It
will be all about people and enabling the highest levels of
performance in concert with technology.
Becoming a Hyper–Learner isn’t easy, but it is doable.
It’s all about unlearning skills and behaviors that no
longer serve us. Actually, many of these are relics of the
Industrial Revolution, so they haven’t served us in a very
long time! I think most will agree that creating workplaces
where people can thrive, grow, and become their best
selves is worth the effort.
l About the Author
Edward D. Hess is professor of business administration,
Batten Fellow, and Batten Executive–in–Residence at the
University of Virginia Darden School of Business and the
author of “Hyper–Learning: How to Adapt to the Speed of
Change.” Professor Hess spent 20 years in the business
world as a senior executive and has spent the last 18 years
in academia.
He is the author of 13 books, over 140 articles, and 60
Darden case studies. His work has appeared in over 400
global media outlets including Fortune, European
Business Review, Harvard Business Review, Fast Company, Forbes, and “The Washington Post.” His recent
books and research have focused on “Human Excellence in
the Digital Age: A New Way of Being,” “A New Way of
Working,” “Humanizing the Workplace,” and “Hyper–
Learning.”
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Agricultural Hall of Fame Inductees are announced by Commissioner Fried; ceremony Feb.16 at State Fair

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Communications Office
Agriculture Commissioner Nikki Fried
comms@freshfromflorida.com
TALLAHASSEE — Agriculture Commissioner Nikki
Fried and the Florida Agricultural Hall of Fame
Foundation have announced the Florida Agricultural
Hall of Fame inductees for 2021.
The induction ceremony will be held Feb. 16 at the
Florida State Fair’s Agricultural Hall of Fame Banquet.
“Florida agriculture is at the core of our state’s rich
cultural history, impacting the lives of millions of
Floridians each day. It’s a great honor to recognize the
achievements and the global impact our 2021 Agricultural Hall of Fame inductees have had on this industry
and fair–trade practices,” said Fried.
“Their commitment proudly exemplifies the best of
Florida agriculture, and their leadership paves the way
for thousands of growers, ranchers, and educators to
cultivate innovative practices and groundbreaking
research throughout the nation.”

The 2021 inductees are:
l Bobby McKown spent his career championing and
defending Florida agriculture and the Florida citrus
industry’s health and well–being. Taking the helm of the
state’s largest citrus growers association as executive
vice president and CEO of the Florida Citrus Mutual,
McKown led Florida’s citrus industry through a critical
period.
Over the course of his career, he earned a reputation
as an expert in international trade negotiations and was
appointed by five presidential administrations to every
trade committee, task force, and advisory position of any
influence. He participated in developing four different
trade agreements, including the North American Free
Trade Agreement and the General Agreement for Tariff
and Trade. He not only protected Florida citrus growers
from unfair trade practices, but he also worked to gain
the best results for the state’s agriculture industry.
l John Stitt realized early in his career that the
agricultural ecosystem in Southwest Florida was vastly
different from that in Central Florida and the region
around Lake Okeechobee. He saw a great need for
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research in beef cattle pastures, citrus, and sand land
sugarcane production and, through his vision, led to the
development of the UF/IFAS Southwest Florida
Research and Education Center in Immokalee. Today,
the center provides cutting–edge research for citrus,
vegetables, water quality, soil science, and weed science.
In addition to serving on numerous advisory committees to the Immokalee center, Stitt has been extensively
involved in industry organizations, including the Florida
Cattlemen’s Association and Florida Farm Bureau. Stitt
led the charge to establish the South Florida Agricultural Council, and with the cooperation of the legislative
delegation, the council secured $2.39 million in funding
for construction. In 1988, the Board of Regents, the
UF/IFAS leadership, and the council developed a five–
year plan to complete the staff funding. The result was
the opening of a fully–funded research center staffed
with a director and 12 researchers.
l Reggie Brown has had a profound and lasting effect
on the tomato industry in Florida and beyond. Brown’s
family is well–known in Alachua County for its multigenerational Brown’s Farm and legendary roadside
produce stand. After 12 years as a UF/IFAS Extension
Service agent in various capacities and a 10–year stint at
the Florida Fruit & Vegetable Association as marketing
and membership director, Brown was named executive
vice president of the Florida Tomato Exchange while at
the same time leading the Florida Tomato Committee
and the Florida Tomato Growers Exchange.
As the face of the Florida tomato industry, Brown has
led on numerous fronts, including unfair Mexican trade
practices, tomato food safety, and the effort to retain the
use of methyl bromide as a crop–protection tool and
stood at the forefront of fostering fair trade for the
tomato industry and resolving trade disputes. He
successfully worked to gain consensus among growers,
regulators, and other stakeholders to develop statewide
food safety standards for Florida fresh market tomatoes.
Those efforts became the benchmark for the development of the national produce safety guidance. As
chairman of the Crop Protection Coalition, Brown was
the voice of the industry nationally and internationally.
He served on the delegation to the Montreal Protocol
Treaty negotiations for ten years during the phase–out of
methyl bromide, a decades–old component of pest
management for many Florida crops, vigorously
protecting growers’ interests.
l Dr. Wayne Smith’s contributions to Florida
agriculture encompass his lifelong devotion to education
and research and forestry passion. Smith, a native of
Marianna, Fla., and graduate of the University of
Florida, returned to his alma mater in 1964, advancing
through the academic ranks as a professor, director, and
finally, professor emeritus. In retirement, he served as
interim dean for UF/IFAS Research and the College of
Agricultural and Life Sciences. He proved to be a
groundbreaking educator, researcher, and administrator.
Smith played a crucial part in developing and
implementing the first Best Management Practices
(BMPs) for silviculture. BMPs soon spread across
Florida’s agricultural industry and changed the face of
agriculture. His research in fertilization led to practices
that increased pine forest productivity by up to 300
percent. And his pioneering work in bio–energy made
Florida a leader and earned accolades from the U.S.
Department of Energy. Smith’s work has been recognized around the globe, including an audience with
royalty. He has been a consultant for the United Nations’
Food and Agriculture Organization, and has been called
upon to testify before Congress as a staunch supporter of
agriculture.
OCTOBER 12, 2020
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Kiwanis’ Children’s Charities Golf Tournament set for Oct. 17
The Children’s Charities Golf Tournament is set for Saturday, Oct. 17, at Turtle Creek
Golf Club. The event was created in 2009 and is presented annually by Kiwanis of
Rockledge to provide funds for the organization’s Nestor Herbert Shoe Fund and other
projects, including the Rockledge High School Key Club, and sponsorship of the Rockledge
High School Girls softball team and a Little League team.
A scholarship is also awarded to a qualifying Rockledge High School student (academic
or vocational).
Rockledge Kiwanis has placed more than 100,000 pairs of shoes on K–3 children
throughout the county. Local law enforcement, sheriff deputies and Rockledge High
School Key Club members assist with fitting of the shoes at the various schools.
This golf tournament has raised over $100,000 since its inception. Kiwanis also solicits
funds through mailings to individuals.
Box lunches will be served outside. There will be tables and chair placement to comply
with COVID–19 safety precautions.
Tournament awards will include a $500 gift certificate to Moon Golf, skill prizes, and a
50–50 door–prize drawing.
The registration fee is $70 per individual ($280 per foursome). Each golfer will receive
a framed picture of his foursome and each sponsor will receive a framed picture of his
sponsorship sign and a copy of the luncheon program that lists his business.
Registration forms are available at Rockledge City Hall, Kay’s Bar–B–Que and Steaks,
and the Pro Shop at Turtle Creek Golf Club. Forms are also available by contacting Lee
Roll at kiwrock1959@gmail.com or (321) 537–6530, or visit rockledgekiwanis.org website.
Players should register by Oct. 12.
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Registration opens for Society of Women Engineers event
Registration is now open for the “WOW! That’s Engineering Virtual Workshop” hosted
by the Society of Women Engineers. The event is from 1–4:30 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 24,
via Zoom. The program is for seventh to 10th–grade girls. The workshop fee is $15 per
student. Registration fee waivers are available for students that qualify for free or reduced
lunch or have other demonstrated economic need.
The girls may be tired of virtual learning, “but we will have hands–on activities to get
everyone interested and engaged.”
There will be six Zoom breakout rooms with 10 girls each. All of the girls will do three
modules and then a panel session of women engineers, with everyone doing the same
modules but at different times.
Here are some of the modules:
l Build an Electronic Circuit — a flashing LED using an integrated circuit and
electronic components on a breadboard
l Learn to Code — edit existing HTML and CSS code to customize their own web
pages using Codecraft Works’ online web editor
l Duct Tape Engineering — use the engineering design process to make a Duct Tape
project with plenty of materials to build more projects
l Panel of Women Engineers — A Day in the Life of an Engineer
The Society for Women Engineers will be shipping all the supplies and instructions to
the students. Computer and WiFi access are required.
Registration information is online at www.swe–sc.org.

BANK
LOCAL

League of Women Voters of the Space Coast event on Zoom
The League of Women Voters of the Space Coast invites the community to attend a
Hot Topics presentation on “Food Security: Feeding the Present Without Compromising
the Future.”
The event is from 3–4:30 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 17. It is free of charge and open to the
public and will be presented on Zoom.
Zachary Eichholz, sustainability program manager and resilience planner for the City
of Cape Canaveral, will be the featured speaker.
Food security poses an immense risk to global stability and prosperity.
Attendees will have the opportunity to pose questions to Eichholz.
The registration deadline is 12 p.m. on Oct. 17. Early registration is recommended as
space is limited. To register, go to http://www.lwvsc.clubexpress.com (Upcoming Events). A
Zoom link will be sent to registrants 24 hours in advance and posted on the website. For
more information on this event, call (321) 254–7183.

Motivational speaker Pastor Greene to address meeting
The American Business Women’s Association Space Coast Women’s Express Network
will meet for networking and lunch at 11 a.m. on Oct. 13 at the Eau Gallie Yacht Club in
Indian Harbor Beach. Motivational speaker and Pastor Tanya Greene will present
“Winning in the Face of Adversity.” Greene is a best–selling author. To confirm your seat
for the luncheon, register at https://abwa–scwen.square.site, or contact
scwexpress@gmail.com.
OCTOBER 12, 2020
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EDC’S MASC holds annual ‘State of Manufacturing’ event; Mayfield and Plasencia honored with award
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By Brian Baluta
bbaluta@spacecoastedc.org
Director, Marketing & Partner Relations
EDC of Florida's Space Coast
The Economic Development Commission of Florida’s
Space Coast’s Regional Manufacturing Association
celebrated its fifth annual “State of Manufacturing” event
Sept. 16. This year the event was held virtually in collaboration with FloridaMakes, the statewide, industry–led
partnership that strengthens and measurably advances
Florida’s manufacturing economy, and event sponsors
Florida Institute of Technology, Bank of America, Jaycon
Systems and Wild Manta.
As the EDC’s signature manufacturing event, the State
of Manufacturing celebrates modern manufacturing with a
focus on inspiring the next generation of manufacturers
and connecting to the community–at–large. The event also
kicks off Manufacturing Month on the Space Coast.
Manufacturing Month is a national grassroots effort that
shapes the public perception of modern manufacturing, its

impact on the economy, and the diverse and rewarding
career opportunities it offers.
“The Space Coast’s manufacturing sector is a big reason
why Brevard County is the number one most industry–
diversified economy in Florida and why we are weathering
the COVID headwinds better than many other communities,” said EDC President and CEO Lynda Weatherman. “I
want to thank Rep. Plasencia and Sen. Mayfield for
understanding the significance of our manufacturing
industry and championing the EDC’s Certified Production
Technician program.”
During the event, Rep. Rene Plasencia and Florida
State Sen. Debbie Mayfield were honored with the 2020
Manufacturing Champion Award for their support in
manufacturing–driven initiatives in the Florida Legislature.
A consistent voice for manufacturing training initiatives
in the Florida Senate, Mayfield was recognized for helping
to equip residents of Brevard with viable skills and career
opportunities.
“Our community has been more resilient than many
areas of Florida due in part to the work of Lynda Weather-
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man and the EDC to support manufacturing job growth,”
said Mayfield. “I’m proud to have worked alongside my
colleagues in the state legislature to secure funding for
manufacturing training to help connect our citizens to
those job opportunities.”
As immediate past chair of the Workforce Development
and Tourism Subcommittee in the Florida House of
Representatives, Plasencia was honored as a supporter of
workforce development to meet the needs of employers
across the state, especially manufacturers in Brevard.
“The best way for me to support manufacturing job
growth locally is to work alongside partners like the EDC
and to meet directly with manufacturers to make sure the
decisions we’re making in Tallahassee reflect a positive
direction for manufacturing in the Space Coast and across
Florida,” said Plasencia.
To learn more about Manufacturing Month, visit https:/
/MadeInFlorida.org/mfgday.
l About the EDC of Florida’s Space Coast
The EDC is a private, not–for–profit coalition whose
stakeholders are business leaders committed to the
economic growth and stability of Florida’s Space Coast.
Visit www.SpaceCoastEDC.org.
l About the Manufacturers Association of Florida’s
Space Coast
The EDC of Florida’s Space Coast’s Regional Manufacturing Association serves as the succinct voice for Brevard
County’s robust and diverse manufacturing base through
action–oriented efforts. Established to serve the needs of
regional manufacturing companies, membership is open to
all eligible manufacturing companies on the Space Coast
and investors in the EDC. Details on member benefits,
membership structure, costs and eligibility are further
described at www.SpaceCoastEDC.org/MASC.

Subaru of Melbourne teams with Humane
Society to host ‘Fall in Love Adoption Event’
Brevard Humane Society and Subaru of Melbourne are
teaming up to help local pets find their forever homes. The
Subaru Loves Pets “Fall in Love Adoption Event” will take
place from 10 a.m.to 2 p.m. on Oct. 9–10 at Subaru of
Melbourne. Each happy adoption will provide that animal
a loving family and benefit future orphaned pets.
“All Brevard Humane Society pets are assessed by a
veterinarian, spayed or neutered, microchipped, and given
age–appropriate vaccinations, de–wormer, and flea
treatment prior to adoption, so the partnership and grant
funding make a tremendous difference during these
unprecedented times,” said Theresa Clifton, executive
director of the Brevard Humane Society. “We are also
thrilled to be partnering once again with Subaru of
Melbourne to find homes for local dogs and cats; last year’s
event helped so many orphaned animals find their forever
homes.”
The adoption event is open to all animal lovers,
whether ready to adopt or simply wanting to support the
Subaru Loves Pets initiative. Radio personalities from 98.5
The Beach will also be on–site for a live remote on
Saturday starting at 11 a.m. Expect fun, games, giveaways, and refreshments.
Plus, throughout October, customers that visit Subaru
of Melbourne and donate pet food or supplies will be
entered in a raffle for a chance to win some cool prizes at
the end of the month. All guests are encouraged to take a
photograph with the Subaru Loves Pets photo frame and
share the picture on social media along with the
#SubaruLovesPets tag to raise awareness about animal
welfare.
For more information about this event, visit
www.brevardhumanesociety.org.
OCTOBER 12, 2020
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By Chad Tucker
chad@bascomllc.com
Executive Vice President
Bascom Communications and Consulting, LLC
TALLAHASSEE — Early in August 2020, amid
challenges created by COVID–19, Florida’s technology
leaders began working on a collaborative agreement
designed to further strengthen the state’s technology
sector.
The agreement, now signed by a majority of
Florida’s technology associations, is the first step in
developing what leadership believes to be a valuable
component for Florida’s continued job growth.
TalTech Alliance, Jacksonville IT Council (JITC),
South Florida Technology Alliance (SFTA), SouthWest
Florida Regional Technology Partnership (SWFRTP),
TechLauderdale, French–American Chamber of
Commerce of Florida (FACC) Miami, and French Tech
Miami (FTM) are actively working to develop a
statewide collaborative with the Florida Technology
Council (FTC), open to tech–focused associations,
chambers and councils across the state.
“Past collaborations have repeatedly proven that
working together drastically increases efficiency,
efficacy and success,” said Wendy Norfleet, CEO of
Norfleet Integrated Solutions and president of the
JITC. “We are excited to play a strong role in expanding our collaborations statewide.”
Regional leaders from across the state have moved
quickly to play a role in developing this new partnership with Florida’s longstanding statewide tech body,
FTC.
James Taylor, CEO of FTC, outlined the group’s
desires: “By joining forces, we are able to bring
individual strengths from our state’s top tech–focused
associations, chambers and councils under one united
umbrella. This significant networking initiative is
being crafted to help ensure interoperability and
operational effectiveness by assisting active organizations in communication, education, trainings and day–
to–day operations.”
“The challenges facing regional tech councils,
associations and chambers across our state are most

often identical,” according to Cecil Kidd, CEO of
TechLauderdale.
“Our organization does an excellent job supporting
South Florida members, however, in today’s world of
virtual meetings and ever–threatening cyberattacks, it
is more important than ever to have a diverse layer of
support. Working as part of a collective open to all
regional tech associations, we are far better positioned
to tackle Florida’s challenges and raise organizational
value for our members.”
Sal Nuzzo, vice president of the James Madison
Institute, understands the benefit of a bold vision: “The
advanced level of support provided by our partner
organizations, like the Florida Technology Council, is
one of the reasons Florida continues to attract high–
tech establishments. A collaboration like this provides
much more than networking opportunities. Regional
councils will have the ability to extend their reach
statewide as part of FTC’s valuable educational voice
for our legislators, our state and local agencies, and
Florida’s 27,000 high–tech companies and their
237,000 workers.”
Qualified organizations interested in participating
in this collaborative, as well as businesses with an
interest in supporting or sponsoring this effort, can
reach out to james.taylor@fltechcouncil.org for more
information.
l About FACC Miami
FACC Miami is a not–for–profit organization whose
mission is to foster business relationships between
France and the United States. Created in 1983 and
gathering more than 200 companies and 400 members,
our chapter is a key organization based in Miami
covering all Florida for French and American business
leaders.
l About FTC
FTC is Florida’s only association focused exclusively
on the needs and priorities of the state’s technology
sector. A long–standing history of presenting a unified
and trusted voice on behalf of this industry, by providing value to our members and the State of Florida,
drives our every step. Becoming a part of the Florida
Technology Council means joining a group of the most
diverse, effective, and knowledgeable leaders in the
industry.

l About FTM
FTM is a governmental label with independent
communities everywhere in the world. The French
Government supports startups with the world’s most
open–talent visa, 1.6 billion EUR in public investment
fund, a 30 percent deduction of research and development expenses.
l About JITC
JITC was founded in 1999. JITC is a forum for
information technology professionals to exchange
information, explore new ideas, develop partnerships,
educate the IT community and contribute to the
success of its members.
l About SWFRTP
SWFRTP was chartered in 2008 as a nonprofit
membership organization. It is comprised of technology
companies, technology users, economic development
groups and higher education institutions united to
promote and expand our regional technology sector
through seminars, forums and educational programs.
l About TalTech
Established in 2001 with a mission to bring
together government, education, and business to create
opportunity, foster business growth, and promote the
greater Tallahassee area as a source of technology
innovation. TalTech has served as a clearinghouse for
technology–related information of interest to members
and as a sponsor of educational seminars and other
programs focused on cultivating a superior tech–
workforce in the Capital Region in the Southeast.
l About TechLauderdale
The nonprofit South Florida Tech Alliance (SFTA)
was formed to maximize the success of those who own,
operate and support technology companies from
Jupiter to Homestead by offering educational, networking and business development opportunities. In 2019,
SFTA created TechLauderdale to focus its efforts in the
Greater Fort Lauderdale region working closely with
other organizations in the region including the Greater
Fort Lauderdale Alliance, Broward Workshop,
Broward College, NSU, Career Source Broward among
others. The South Florida Technology Alliance and
TechLauderdale continue to work to unite the region so
South Florida is recognized as a leader in technology
and innovation.
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United Way drive underway, e–Pledge in year of virus; EDC’s Weatherman
campaign chairwoman; ‘Mission United,’ focus on helping military veterans
By Ken Datzman
ROCKLEDGE — United Way of Brevard has kicked off
one of the most important fall fundraising campaigns in its
more than six–decade history.
The organization is looking to bolster giving support in
the workplace for its 43 partner agencies and more than 60
programs. Collectively, the United Way of Brevard social–
service programs and initiatives make a powerful economic
impact on the lives of many people in the county.
The partner agencies, for example, include the local
Boys & Girls Clubs, Aging Matters in Brevard, Big
Brothers Big Sisters, Central Brevard Sharing Center,
North Brevard Charities Sharing Center, Neighbor Up
Brevard, Brevard Achievement Center, the Women’s
Center, and Club Esteem.
United Way of Brevard set a 2020 campaign goal of
$5.825 million — a tad higher than last year’s. “We have
been pleasantly surprised that virtually all of the organizations that we work with are committed to running an
employee campaign this year,” said Rob Rains, president of
United Way of Brevard. “We’re thankful. Organizations by
and large have figured out how to communicate with their
teams and keep their businesses running during the
pandemic.”
He said results of the early campaigns have been
positive. “Space Coast Credit Union completed the first
United Way of Brevard campaign for 2020. Their employee
giving campaign in Brevard was up 18 percent ($196,411)
over the prior year.”
Tim Antonition, president of Melbourne–based Space
Coast Credit Union, said his employees “responded to the
challenge” and that he encouraged them not to be afraid
“to set big goals.”
Publix’s campaign raised more than $1 million last year
for United Way of Brevard. “We don’t have the final results
for this year’s campaign, but early projections are that they
may be slightly up. That’s encouraging,” said Rains.
Lynda Weatherman is the 2020 United Way of Brevard
Campaign chairwoman. She is the president and CEO of
the Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space
Coast. Weatherman said she is confident that Brevard
“will rise to the challenge.”
“Brevard County and the nation are going through
some challenging times because of the impact of the virus
on peoples’ lives,” said Weatherman. “We’ve gone through
challenges before in Brevard — the end of the space
shuttle program, the Apollo program, hurricanes — but we
always rebounded and came out stronger. This challenge is
a little different because it hits people in the underserved
community particularly hard. If there is ever a reason to
reup, up, or make a new investment in United Way of
Brevard, now is the time.”
She added, “We need the support of the community.
Over the last six months, the demand for critical services
has doubled and has caused many who have never had to
ask for help before to suddenly need it. COVID–19 has also
negatively impacted our network of local partner agencies.
While United Way of Brevard funding is part of their
overall budgets, other fundraising events and goals have
been cancelled causing nonprofits to be squeezed from both
sides.”
Rains said United Way of Brevard is “committed” to its
agencies. “All of the different organizations are counting on
their United Way funding to be strong to help offset
COVID’s impact on their fundraising events, which have
BREVARD BUSINESS NEWS / 12
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Rob Rains is in his 26th year as president of United Way of Brevard. Lynda Weatherman, president and CEO of the EDC, is the 2020 campaign
chairwoman. She is also in her 26th year leading her organization. United Way launched its annual workplace giving campaign Sept. 23 and
it runs through February 2021. The goal is to raise $5.825 million in support of 43 United Way of Brevard agencies and more than 60
programs. Because of the coronavirus, many employees are using United Way’s secure e–Pledge system. Rains says he’s upbeat about this
year’s campaign as employees at businesses and organizations know the need is great because of the impact of the virus.

been greatly impacted by the pandemic. There have not
been many galas this year in Brevard. For some agencies,
fundraising events can make up more than one–third of
their budget. We know these agencies need help.”
He said United Way is working to bring more businesses aboard the 2020 campaign. “Lynda Weatherman is
reaching out in that effort. We have campaigns of all sizes,
from three or four people at a small business, up to 10,000
people at Brevard Public Schools. We are hoping to get
more organizations to consider running a United Way of
Brevard workplace campaign. It’s easy to do.”
To learn more about starting a workplace campaign,
call Rains at (321) 631–2740. The campaign runs through
February 2021.
Both Weatherman and Rains are in their 26th year
leading their respective organizations.
“We have seen a lot of growth over the last 25 years in

Brevard, and we have faced a lot of challenges. Now we are
in the midst of a global pandemic, which has been hugely
disruptive for businesses and organizations. Like everybody, United Way of Brevard had to be innovative and had
to adapt our annual campaign,” said Rains.
He said United Way of Brevard is doing more virtual
campaigns this year. “We are using our secure e–Pledge
system, a convenient alternative to paper pledge forms.
Traditionally, we have used paper pledge cards. We’d pass
out pledge cards and brochures at meetings.”
When it comes to giving through payroll deduction,
United Way of Brevard is an “open choice” United Way. “If
somebody is giving at the workplace and they are a
volunteer at Big Brother Big Sisters, for instance, and they
want to support that organization they are closely aligned
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Slug–A–Bug, a full–service pest and lawn–service company in Melbourne, is growing amid the coronavirus pandemic. The well–run independent business which serves residential and commercial markets
has long been a supporter of nonprofits in Brevard. From left, the Slug–A–Bug team includes: Christine Walsh, administrative assistant; Michael Scott, vice president; Steve Lum, president; John Gagnon,
logistics coordinator; Kim McClimans, administrative assistant; Elliot Zace, general manager; and Stepanie Brinson, office manager.

Slug–A–Bug President Steve Lum keeps company focused on core values; well–
connected to the community — now is time to reach out and support nonprofits
By Ken Datzman
Steve Lum, president of 38–year–old Slug–A–Bug
Inc. in Melbourne, received a call from a customer on a
recent day. It was not the call he was expecting.
It was 4 o’clock in the afternoon and the customer
was upset.
A Slug–A–Bug team had just serviced his home and
the owner’s dog had slipped through an opened door, or
somehow ended up outdoors.
Soon, the dog — an older Pomeranian — was
nowhere to be found on the owner’s property.
Lum, after getting the call from the customer, swung
into action. Lum immediately sent out a company
message saying he needed volunteers to search for a
dog — pronto.
The two service technicians who were at the owner’s
home were the first volunteers.
“I told them I’m coming too. In short time, we had a
search team of eight Slug–A–Bug employees, and more
came. They were all working after hours looking for this
dog,” said Lum. “I messaged them: “We’ve got to find
this dog! We’ve got to find this dog!”
Slug–A–Bug was a pioneer in the use of a termite–
detecting dog. After her retirement, “Katie the Termite
Dog” went on to be the company’s mascot. Her face is
emblazoned on Slug–A–Bug’s vehicles.
OCTOBER 12, 2020

A fleet of Slug–A–Bug vehicles were going up and
down streets in the neighborhood looking for the
wandering dog. The search went on for nearly two
hours. Even the owner’s neighbor’s two Labradors
joined in the search.
“It had a happy ending. We did find the dog. We
have pictures of the dog being safe. The dog was found
about a quarter–mile away from her home, on the
banks of a canal. The Labradors brought her back,” said
Lum.
The dog’s owner told Lum he was surprised to see
the president of a company searching for a dog, but
added that it was “an honor that he did.”
“As the president of the company, I have to lead. I’m
not just going to send my employees out there. I’m also
going,” said Lum, whose firm serves both residential
and commercial markets.
“We are not perfect. We are going to make mistakes,
but we’re also going to do whatever we can to remedy
those mistakes,” added Lum, who describes himself as a
“problem–solver.”
Lum is the public face of Slug–A–Bug. He’s in the
company’s advertisements on television. He’s been
president of the privately held business since 2005, and
has worked for Slug–A–Bug almost since its inception.
Lum started in 1987, when the company had only a few
employees.
Today, the growing pest–control and lawn–service
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company has 58 employees and a loyal base of
customers.
Lum said Slug–A–Bug takes pride in being connected to the community through volunteering and
financial support of nonprofit entities.
“Because of the virus, it’s been challenging for
nonprofits and even for the businesses trying to help
them. But we have not given up. Just because it’s
harder, you can’t give up supporting charitable organizations in the community. Nonprofits are hurting. Right
now, it’s a test of our character as a company. We are
still going to support nonprofits. It’s stay the course;
aspire to the higher plane.”
Slug–A–Bug has been involved in events aimed at
helping animal–outreach organizations. It has, for
example, supported “Paws on the Catwalk Fashion
Show,” an event that benefits the Brevard Humane
Society.
Slug–A–Bug has a long history of community
involvement with various organizations, including
sponsorship support of Brevard Zoo fundraising events
such as “Safari Under the Stars,” and “Boo at the Zoo.”
“We recently shot a video to help promote the
Brevard Zoo,” said Lum. The Children’s Hunger Project
is another recipient of Slug–A–Bug’s generosity.
Slug–A–Bug team members also volunteer to work
Please see Slug–A–Bug Inc., page 21
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By Tyler Lecceadone
SeyferthPR
lecceadone@seyferthpr.com
DETROIT, Mich. — Wayne County Judge Tracy
Green recently set aside the conviction of Lacino
Hamilton, who was wrongfully convicted of second–
degree murder and felony firearms possession
in 1994.

DNA testing facilitated by the Western Michigan
University Cooley Law School Innocence Project was
used to help win Hamilton’s release.
The Cooley Law School has campuses in Florida.
Assistant Prosecutor Valerie Newman, director of
the Wayne County Prosecutor Office’s Conviction
Integrity Unit, moved to have Hamilton’s conviction
vacated and requested dismissal of all charges. The
motion was joined by Hamilton’s legal counsel, Mary
Chartier (Johnson Class, 2002) and Takura
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Nyamfukudza (Moore Class, 2013) of CN Defenders.
Both are WMU–Cooley law graduates and well–
respected defense attorneys.
Hamilton was convicted of the murder of a Detroit
woman when he was 21 years old. He served 26
years in prison. There were no eyewitnesses in the
case and Hamilton’s conviction was based, in large
part, on the testimony of a jailhouse informant, who
later proved to be unreliable.
During the Wayne County Prosecutor’s Conviction
Integrity Unit investigation, biological evidence was
discovered that was material to the identity of the
perpetrator. The WMU–Cooley Innocence Project
facilitated the DNA testing. DNA found under the
victim’s fingernails excluded Hamilton and an
unknown male contributor’s DNA was found. The
DNA testing results, along with other new evidence
in the case, established that Hamilton did not
commit the crime.
“I’m a little overwhelmed right now,” said
Hamilton, during the virtual court hearing. “I am
extremely grateful and look forward to being a
productive citizen in our community.”
In 2018, the Wayne County Prosecutor’s Office
and the WMU–Cooley Innocence Project received a
$451,238 Bloodsworth grant from the Department of
Justice. The purpose of the grant is to screen claims
of innocence and conduct DNA testing of material
evidence in appropriate cases.
“WMU–Cooley’s Innocence Project has almost 20
years–experience in post–conviction DNA testing,”
said Project Director Marla Mitchell–Cichon. “The
grant funding, which covers the cost of testing,
allows us to be a resource to innocent prisoners and
their lawyers. We are honored to assist in freeing Mr.
Hamilton.”
The WMU–Cooley Innocence Project has a similar
grant partnership with the Michigan Attorney
General Office, Conviction Integrity Unit, assisting
its office with the evaluation of innocence claims.
Established in 2001, the WMU–Cooley Innocence
Project focuses on obtaining post–conviction DNA
testing of material evidence, and provides legal
assistance to persons who are imprisoned for crimes
they did not commit.
The WMU–Cooley Innocence Project is the only
post–conviction DNA innocence organization in the
state. Since its inception, the office has screened over
5,800 cases and is responsible for the exoneration of
four men: Kenneth Wyniemko (2003), Nathaniel
Hatchett (2008), and Wayne County residents Donya
Davis (2014) and LeDura Watkins (2017).
l About Western Michigan University Cooley Law
School
WMU–Cooley Law School resulted from the 2014
affiliation that combined WMU’s status as a nationally ranked, public, comprehensive research university with the commitment to practical legal education
of an independent, nonprofit, national law school.
WMU–Cooley is accredited by both the American
Bar Association and the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and
Schools. Since the law school’s founding in 1972,
WMU–Cooley has provided more than 20,000
graduates with the practical skills necessary for a
seamless transition from academia to the real world.
WMU–Cooley enrolls classes year–round at its
Michigan and Florida campuses. Western and
WMU–Cooley Law School operate as independent
institutions with their own governance structure and
separate fiduciary responsibilities.
OCTOBER 12, 2020
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By Leslie H. Smith
lhsmith@floridabar.org
The Florida Bar
The Florida Bar, the state’s guardian for the integrity
of the legal profession, announces that the Florida
Supreme Court in recent court orders disciplined 11
attorneys, revoking the license of two, suspending six and
reprimanding two.
The summaries of orders were issued from Aug. 21 to
Sept, 24, 2020.
Four attorneys were also placed on probation.
Attorneys suspended for periods of 91 days and longer
must undergo a rigorous process to regain their law
licenses including proving rehabilitation. Disciplinary
revocation is tantamount to disbarment.
As an official arm of the Florida Supreme Court, The
Florida Bar and its Department of Lawyer Regulation
are charged with administering a statewide disciplinary
system to enforce Supreme Court rules of professional
conduct for the more than 108,000 members of The
Florida Bar. Key discipline case files that are public
record are posted to attorneys’ individual online Florida
Bar profiles. To view discipline documents, follow these
steps. Information on the discipline system and how to
file a complaint are available at www.floridabar.org/
attorneydiscipline.
Court orders are not final until time expires to file a
rehearing motion and, if filed, determined. The filing of
such a motion does not alter the effective date of the
discipline. Disbarred lawyers may not re–apply for
admission for five years. They are required to go through
an extensive process that includes a rigorous background
check and retaking the Bar exam.
l Mary Catherine Bonner, 656 Johns Drive, Cleveland, Ga., disciplinary revocation with leave to seek
readmission after five years effective immediately
following a Sept. 10 court order. (Admitted to practice:
1979) Bonner received a fee from an incarcerated
prisoner to file an appeal in federal court. She did not file
the appeal and was not a member in good standing of
that Court at the time the fee was received or anytime
thereafter. The Supreme Court of Florida found Bonner
in contempt on June 22, 2020, with the imposed suspension effective within 30 days of that order for failing to
respond to the Bar in the underlying matter. (Case No:
SC20–1184)
l Catherine Rose Faughnan, 12 Ardsley Road,
Binghamton, N.Y., 91–day suspension effective 30 days
following an Aug. 31 court date. (Admitted to practice:
2007) Faughnan was held in contempt of the Jan. 23,
2020, court’s order for failing to notify clients, opposing
counsel and tribunals of her suspension. (Case No: SC20–
1042)
l Amy E. German, 9797 Leland Drive, Orlando, 91–
day suspension with proof of rehabilitation required
before reinstatement effective 30 days following a Sept.
10 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2013) German was
arrested on charges of driving while under the influence
in November 2016. German pleaded no contest to the
lesser charge of alcohol–related reckless driving and was
sentenced to 12 months of probation with additional
requirements imposed. German failed to comply fully
with all terms of her probation and was adjudicated
guilty of violating her probation, a second–degree
misdemeanor, and was ordered to show proof within 90
days that she had completed the substance abuse
treatment program, which she did. (Case No: SC19–
2060)
l Rodney Glenn Gregory, 3840 Crown Point Road,
OCTOBER 12, 2020

Suite B, Jacksonville, 60–day suspension with a three–
year probation effective Oct. 12 following a Sept. 10 court
order. (Admitted to practice: 1979) Gregory did not keep
required trust account records resulting in significant
irregularities with the handling of trust funds. After a
client alleged delay in payment of settlement funds,
which was confirmed by the auditor’s findings, Gregory,
paid the client in full. There was no evidence of theft or
fraud. Upon reinstatement, Gregory will be required to
comply with all trust account rules and work with a CPA
who will monitor, ensure, and certify his compliance.
(Case No: SC20–589)
l Charles Edward Hobbs II, 1469 Market St.,
Tallahassee, suspended for one year (retroactive to his
91–day suspension in case SC18–1234 effective July 8,
2020) effective immediately following a Sept. 24 court
order. (Admitted to practice: 2000) Hobbs failed to adhere
to the appellate rules of procedure in handling a client’s
criminal appeal by failing to respond to several court
orders, resulting in the dismissal of the client’s appeal. In
two other cases, Hobbs failed to diligently handle matters
and communicate with clients. In a fourth matter, Hobbs
filed a notice of appeal in his client’s direct appeal from a
judgment and sentence. Thereafter, his handling of the
case resulted in the Court issuing an Order to Show
Cause why the appeal should not be dismissed. After
Hobbs failed to respond, the Court relieved him as
counsel of record. (Case No: SC20–194)
l John Stephen Lynch, P.O. Box 136, Bartow,
probation for 60 days and the completion of three
Continuing Legal Education (CLE) courses effective
immediately following a Sept. 10, court order. (Admitted
to practice: 1979) Lynch failed to maintain effective
communication while representing a client in a criminal
appeal. (Case No: SC19–1158)
l James M. Potts, Sr., 1141 S.E. 2 Ave., Fort Lauderdale, suspended immediately following a Sept. 11 court
order. (Admitted to practice: 2013) Potts failed to respond
both to Bar inquiries and Supreme Court’s order to show
cause. He is suspended until he fully responds in writing
to the Bar inquiry, and until further order of the Court.
(Case Nos: SC20–935 and SC20–231)
l Marc John Randazza, 2764 Lake Sahara Drive,
Suite 109, Las Vegas, Nevada, public reprimand followed
by one year of probation, effective 30 days following a
Sept. 3 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2003)
Randazza began negotiating a retainer agreement with
the company doing business under the name Oron while
he was in negotiations against Oron. Randazza was
found to have violated Nevada Rules of Professional
Conduct: 1.8 Conflict of Interest. This is a reciprocal
discipline action based on an order from the Southern
Nevada Disciplinary Board of the State Bar of Nevada.
(Case No: SC19–188)
l Sean Patrick Sheppard, 110 E. Broward Blvd., Suite
1570, Fort Lauderdale, disciplinary revocation with leave
to apply for readmission effective immediately following a
Sept. 3 court order as Sheppard agreed to cease the
practice of law by July 24. (Admitted to practice: 1995)
Sheppard misappropriated trust funds from a client.
(Case No: SC20–1064)
l Marcus Raymond Spagnoletti, 401 Louisiana St., FL
8, Houston, Texas, public reprimand followed by probation until May 1, 2021 effective 30 days following a June
11 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2010) In two
separate client matters, Spagnoletti failed to properly
communicate with or advise his clients regarding their
respective ongoing claims and cases involving the
Deepwater Horizon Oil spill and British Petroleum. This
is a reciprocal discipline action based on an order from
the State Bar of Texas, Office of the Chief Disciplinary
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Counsel (Case No: SC19–1746)
l Kenneth Eric Trent, 1598 NE 33 St., Fort Lauderdale, suspended for two years effective 30 days following
a Sept. 9 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2003) Trent
disobeyed a bankruptcy judge’s order when he and his
client were ordered to surrender the client’s property in
state foreclosure court. Trent tried to dismiss the
bankruptcy in an attempt to contravene the court’s order.
In another matter, Trent filed a malpractice lawsuit but
failed to serve the defendant. His lack of communication
caused his client to lose her ability to sue because the
statute of limitation expired on her claim. (Case No:
SC19–342)
l About The Florida Bar
Founded in 1949, The Florida Bar serves the legal
profession for the protection and benefit of both the public
and all Florida lawyers. As one of the nation’s largest
mandatory bars, The Florida Bar fosters and upholds a
high standard of integrity and competence within
Florida’s legal profession as an official arm of the Florida
Supreme Court. To learn more about this organization,
visit FloridaBar.org.
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Dispatch a drone from your phone with new on–demand app, Aquiline debuts app to allow services for all

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Alisa Picerno
apicerno@aquilinedrones.com
Chief Communications Officer
Aquiline Drones
HARTFORD, Conn. (Sept. 25, 2020) — Drones offer
unparalleled views from above, but the cost and complexity of operating drone equipment often outweigh the
benefits for many organizations — even for individuals.

Now Aquiline Drones (AD), the nation’s fastest–growing
drone manufacturing and cloud technology company, is
just weeks away from launching the nation’s first true
“Drone–on–Demand” (DoD) mobile app.
“Many individuals, businesses, law enforcement
agencies, public works departments, and the military are
missing out on the invaluable data collection capabilities
of drones because they lack the resources for an in–house
drone operation,” said Barry Alexander, CEO, and
founder of Aquiline Drones. “Akin to Uber and Lyft,
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individuals and businesses can now enjoy the luxury and
convenience of ordering both private and commercial
drone services right from their fingertips. A modern–day
convenience everyone should have!”
The DoD app will be accessible through all mobile
devices, including smartphones and tablets. The user may
order aerial photography and videography services for
most everything; utility inspections (power lines, wind
turbines, bridges, tunnels and railroad tracks, for
example) outdoor events, real estate, safety patrol, search
and rescue missions, precision farming, tracking wildlife,
beach patrol for spotting sharks and countless other
applications.
“Beyond simple viewing and camera capabilities, the
drones manufactured and deployed by Aquiline Drones
are managed and supported by the world’s first aviation–
inspired drone cloud that gathers, analyzes, models and
stores data and video,” says Alexander. “Additionally, as a
drone airline committed to safety, our drone–on–demand
service was designed to elevate the safety standard,
fostering a more responsible introduction and use of
drones in society.”
Alexander notes that drones are difficult to control.
One bad move and an amateur pilot could be looking at
hundreds or thousands of dollars in damage, or a full
drone replacement. Drones also have an unfortunate
reputation as annoying gadgetry utilized to invade
privacy.
DoD addresses all these issues comfortably and utilizes
artificial intelligence to essentially remove the risk of
hardware loss and liability from bad piloting associated
with consumer drone ownership. And with AD’s Flight to
the Future drone training academy, a new breed of highly
trained and safe drone pilots is well underway to perform
the jobs generated from customer app requests.
AD is one of four drone airline companies in America
but the only one privately owned by professional aviators.
On the supply side of the industry, AD is focused on
using both semi–autonomous and autonomous drones to
record predefined physical locations submitted through
customer requests via the app. AD’s proprietary drones
are manufactured in Connecticut and equipped with
capabilities such as AI–assisted object recognition, target
tracking, 4K video recording, thermo and night–vision,
and other essential features. The job of fulfilling customer–service requests through the app will be performed
by graduates of AD’s Flight–to–the–Future program, an
online drone pilot training course and employment
opportunity for anyone 18 and older that launched.
Users of the app will have the unique experience of
interacting live with the drone during flight, plus later
obtain footage of the recorded content. The hourly cost
varies depending on the customer’s request, job complexity, flight duration and other factors.
“We envision a world in which humans and drones live
and operate harmoniously, using their real–time control,
autonomy and analytics to reduce costs, create new
business value and save lives,” concludes Alexander. “At
the same time, we recognize the responsibility of ensuring
our equipment work within a legal and ethical framework
through our collaboration with the FAA and other
government and public–interest organizations.”
l About Aquiline Drones
Aquiline Drones is a Black–owned, independent, all–
American drone company founded by highly experienced
aviators, systems engineers and information technology
gurus. With a customer–centric model, U.S.–based
manufacturing and supply chain and world–class MRO
services, the company offers innovative and successful
ways for using drones in commercial activities.
Visit www.AquilineDrones.com for more information.
OCTOBER 12, 2020
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Stetson University entrepreneurship student Robinson of Titusville wins $10,000 at Pitch Competition

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Sandra Carr
scarr3@stetson.edu
DELAND (Sept. 29, 2020) — Stetson University School
of Business Administration junior Deja Robinson of
Titusville won first place and $10,000 during the 2020
Cairns Foundation Innovation Challenge. The first–place
prize also includes a one–year resident enrollment in the
UCF Volusia County Business Incubator.
This is the third consecutive year that Stetson has won
first place during the business pitch competition.
“Winning first place in the 2020 Cairns Foundation
Innovation Challenge provided me with validation,” said
Robinson. “I knew I had a strong idea and was happy that
the judges saw and understood my vision.”
“This event is an opportunity for economic development
organizations to retain talent in the region and start and
grow companies locally,” said Lou Paris, director of
Stetson’s Prince Entrepreneurship Leaders Program.
“Winning this competition three years in a row shows that
Stetson University has leaders in the School of Business

Administration who are exceptional in teaching entrepreneurial skills.”
Robinson, an entrepreneurship and management
student at Stetson, submitted her YuubiHire social media
startup business plan and was selected as one of the top
six contestants to move forward and compete during a live
pitch event via Zoom on Aug. 20.
Robinson’s business name, YuubiHire, is a play on
words and derived from being your authentic self: You be
you and get hired.
Stetson University’s Prince Entrepreneurship Leaders
Program coached and prepared Robinson for the competition by providing her with advice and tips for creating the
business pitch for YuubiHire. Robinson’s diligent preparedness, entrepreneurial passion and stand–out business
pitch helped her win the competition.
The company is a portfolio–based social media platform
geared toward college students who want to build their
resume and small businesses that are seeking entry–level
talent.
Robinson plans to use her winnings to create a beta
version that is accessible on all devices, promote her

business and partner with colleges and universities.
“The online competition was a fun opportunity for
entrepreneurship students to practice and hone their
pitching skills and obtain feedback,” said Robinson, who
appreciates the foundation’s funding. “Receiving $10,000 to
develop my business shows that the judges felt that my
idea is profitable and has the potential to succeed.”
For the past 17 years, the Cairns Foundation in
Ormond Beach has funded numerous educational projects.
The organization launched the Cairns Foundation
Innovation Challenge in 2014 to support future entrepreneurs.
Besides Stetson, the online pitch competition included
Daytona State College and Embry–Riddle Aeronautical
University students presenting 10–minute business
pitches and participating in a question–and–answer
session with a panel of judges.
Founded in 1883, Stetson University is the oldest
private university in Central Florida. Stetson focuses on
intense learning experiences in a supportive community
that allows students to develop their voice in a connected,
inclusive environment.
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Americans for Prosperity–Florida joins campaign to confirm Judge Amy Coney Barrett to the Supreme Court
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

TALLAHASSEE — Americans for Prosperity–Florida
(AFP–FL) commended President Trump for nominating
Judge Amy Coney Barrett to the United States Supreme
Court. Judge Barrett is an experienced, qualified, and
independent–minded constitutionalist who will defend the
Constitution and not legislate from the bench.
Joining AFP’s robust, nationwide campaign, AFP–FL
will leverage the full weight of its permanent grassroots
infrastructure to drive her confirmation to the high court.
AFP–FL activists will continue to encourage their friends,
family, and neighbors across the state to reach Senators
Marco Rubio and Rick Scott throughout Judge Barrett’s
confirmation process to urge a swift confirmation of Judge
Barrett to the Supreme Court.
AFP–FL State Director Skylar Zander
(szander@afphq.org) issued the following statement:
“Amy Coney Barrett is a fantastic nominee to the
Supreme Court. Her strong record as a constitutionalist
and defender of Americans’ fundamental rights will ensure
she will rule on cases based not on her policy preferences,
but on faithfully interpreting and applying the law. We
applaud President Trump for nominating another

excellent jurist. Our activists are eager to hit the ground
running and help Judge Barrett be swiftly confirmed to the
Supreme Court.”
Barrett received her B.A. degree in English literature
from Rhodes College in 1994 and her J.D. degree from
Notre Dame University in 1997. While at Notre Dame, she
served as executive editor of the Notre Dame Law Review
and received the Hoynes Prize, the highest honor at the
law school.
After receiving her J.D., Barrett served in two
clerkships with accomplished, constitutionalist jurists —
Judge Laurence H. Silberman at the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit and with Justice
Antonin Scalia at the Supreme Court of the United States.
Barrett worked in private practice for two years in
Washington D.C., before embarking on a distinguished
career as a law professor at George Washington University, University of Virginia, and University of Notre Dame.
President Trump nominated Barrett to the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit on May 8, 2017. On
Nov. 2, 2017, Barrett received her commission to the court.
Americans for Prosperity is launching a significant

national advertising campaign focusing on 11 key states to
scale its activists’ efforts to urge their senators to confirm
Judge Barrett to the Supreme Court.
AFP has set up a unique web page at
UniteForBarrett.com that empowers individuals to contact
their senators, and phone and text grassroots outreach has
already been activated across the country. Several waves of
targeted direct–mail, layered digital, and other tactics will
follow in Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Georgia,
Iowa, Maine, North Carolina, South Carolina, Utah, and
West Virginia in mere days.
AFP heavily engaged its grassroots to support the
confirmation of qualified nominees to the Supreme Court
in previous years. With the dedicated efforts of its activists
nationwide, AFP directly reached more than one million
Americans in support of Justice Kavanaugh’s confirmation
in 2018 through a combination of door–knocking, phone–
banking, and other tactics.
AFP recruits and unites Floridians behind a common
goal of advancing policies that will help people improve
their lives. For more information on this organization, visit
www.AmericansForProsperity.org.
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United Way of Brevard
Continued from page 12
with, they can designate their gift to Big Brothers Big
Sisters,” said Rains.
United Way of Brevard has a new targeted giving
option for a program called “Mission United,” which was
created to help veterans. Veterans returning home from
service often find the transition from a structured military
regimen to a less structured civilian life difficult, and need
help navigating the system.
“We are excited about Mission United, an effort to
provide more services to veterans,” said Rains. “The United
Way in Broward County was the first United Way in the
nation to create the Mission United focus on veterans.
While there are many organizations that work with
veterans, there are still needs to be filled. Mission United
is going to be an umbrella initiative.”
One part of the initiative is to establish an emergency
fund to help veterans with car repairs. “Everyone needs a
vehicle to get to work. Car repairs can be costly. We are
going to seed that fund,” he said.
United Way of Brevard also plans to set up a Medical–
Legal Partnership for veterans, working with Brevard
County Legal Aid Inc. United Way of Brevard helps fund
that organization. “We are going to expand and provide
them with an additional grant to put a lawyer at the VA to
coordinate with other lawyers on pro bono work,” said
Rains.
Also, when veterans separate from their branch of
service, about 25 percent of them have a service–related
disability. “They could have more complications later in
life. In order to get their disability rating upgraded, they
have to work through the bureaucracy, and it’s not easy.
But with a little help from Mission United, they can get
their disability upgraded,” he added.

Mission United also intends to help veterans upgrade
their general and lesser discharges from the military. “If
you get a general discharge there are some barriers to
access to health care,” said Rains.
Another targeted United Way of Brevard giving option
is “Early Grade Reading.” Rains’ organization has been
involved with this initiative for the last seven years.
Millions of children in America get to the fourth grade
without learning how to read proficiently, and that puts
them on the high school dropout track. The ability to read
by third grade is critical to a child’s success in school,
lifelong earning potential, and their ability to contribute to
the nation’s economy.
“We are doubling down on our Third Grade Reading
initiative,” said Rains. “Children are learning to read from
birth through third grade, and reading to learn from third
grade on. For the last seven years, we have worked mainly
with kindergarten through third–graders. Research shows
we need to start earlier. So we are looking to work with the
Early Learning Coalition and Brevard Public Schools on
the ‘Brevard Thrive by Five’ kindergarten–readiness set of
initiatives. We have to get parents reading to their
children at an early age so they are ready to start kindergarten.”
United Way of Brevard has been a local leader in
promoting the importance of being able to read proficiently
at a young age.
A long–term study by the Annie E. Casey Foundation
found that students who were not proficient in reading by
the end of the third grade were four times more likely to
drop out of high school than proficient readers. In fact,
88 percent of students who failed to earn a high school
diploma were struggling readers in the third grade.
Yet another United Way of Brevard giving option is

called “Equity in Brevard.”
“It’s a straight–up initiative to promote more equity and
social justice. We know there are donors who want to
support that effort. I don’t think the concepts of equity and
social justice are controversial, but some people try to
make them that way. For United Way of Brevard, we look
at it from a social–services standpoint. We need to close
the achievement gaps, create better access to services, and
so forth,” said Rains.
The United Way of Brevard’s campaign kickoff Sept. 23
was a virtual event attended by roughly 250 people, he
said.
The program highlighted special recognition of early
summer fundraisers at area companies called
“Pacesetters.” These “Early Pacesetter Campaigns” are
throwing their support behind that effort and have already
raised $1 million, nearly 20 percent of the overall goal.
To date, the corporate gift Pacesetter organizations
include: L3Harris, $200,000; Collins Aerospace, $30,000;
Florida Power & Light Co., $21,000; Wells Fargo, $20,294;
Waste Management, $20,000; Bank of America/Merrill
Lynch, $12,510; Lockheed Martin, $11,000; Truist,
$11,000; United Parcel Service, $6,489; Jacobs, $5,000;
United Launch Alliance, $3,500; Coastal Ambulance
Service, $2,500; AT&T, $1,500; and Amentum, $1,500.
Pacesetters who have run workplace campaigns
include: Space Coast Credit Union, $196,411; Health First,
$131,714; and United Way of Brevard Board and Staff,
$117,648.
“United Way of Brevard’s mission statement is to be
Brevard’s leader in mobilizing the caring power of the
community. And the way we do that is through our annual
workplace giving campaign. We are greatly appreciative of
every dollar we receive,” said Rains.
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Attorney General Moody and FACS announce statewide number to report crime tips, first of its kind in nation
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

TALLAHASSEE — Attorney General Ashley Moody
and the Florida Association of Crime Stoppers have
announced a new statewide number for the anonymous
citizen reporting process.
Starting immediately, anyone can report tips about a
crime from anywhere in the state anonymously by
dialing **TIPS (8477). Currently, each of Florida’s 27
regional Crime Stoppers uses separate, local phone
numbers. Now, with this change, dialing **TIPS from
any cellphone will automatically route the caller to the
Crime Stoppers office in the region where the call is
generated. This is the first statewide cellular Crime
Stoppers tip number of its kind in the nation.
Moody said, “As Florida’s Attorney General, I am
always looking for ways to improve how the public can
work with law enforcement to fight crime and protect our
communities. Crime Stoppers is a shining example of
how we can work together toward this vital goal. Crime
Stoppers is a proven program with a decades–long track
record of helping law enforcement catch dangerous
criminals and protect vulnerable communities.”
She added, “The statewide program, **TIPS, allows

citizens to anonymously report crime and collect rewards
for tips that lead to an arrest. With these advances to
these already successful programs, we hope even more
citizens will help solve cases, stop crime and build a
stronger, safer Florida.”
Frank Brunner, president of the Florida Association of
Crime Stoppers and executive director of Manatee
County Crime Stoppers, said, “The network of 27 Crime
Stoppers chapters serving Florida is excited about
implementing this new technology. This system is one
more tool in our toolbox which will make it easier for the
public to anonymously share their critical information
and assist law enforcement with making our state a safer
place.”
When a user calls **TIPS, in addition to routing the
caller to the local Crime Stoppers line, a smartphone
application link will be sent to the phone which enables
an individual to download the Crime Stopper app, P3
Tips. This free app is another avenue for individuals to
report tips subject to rewards. Similar to any phone call
made to Crime Stoppers, any tip sent through the app is
reported anonymously.

Moody and representatives of FACS announced the
new statewide cellular crime tip number during a news
conference at the Florida Attorney General’s Office in
Tampa.
The Florida Attorney General provides funding to
FACS to help facilitate the administration of the
nonprofit program and reward tipsters for reports that
lead to arrests.
FACS was established in 1977 as an anonymous
citizens crime reporting system. Over the past four
decades, the program has proved to be a vital asset in
assisting law enforcement with catching dangerous
criminals and protecting communities. In the past 12
months alone, FACS has recorded the following statistics:
l More than 59,000 citizen tips reported to members
of FACS;
l Tips led to more than 2,700 arrests; and
l FACS paid more than $987,000 for anonymous tips
leading to arrests.
To report tips anonymously about unsolved crimes,
citizens can now simply dial **TIPS. For emergencies,
dial 911.
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Slug–A–Bug

Continued from page 13
at polling stations during the election season.
When the coronavirus started to spread in Brevard
in mid–March, Slug–A–Bug provided services to its
restaurant customers free of charge for a couple of
months. “The restaurants for the most part were closed.
We wanted to do something to help them. Most of them
probably didn’t even know that they were not charged.
For us, this was the right thing to do,” said Lum.
This year, Slug–A–Bug hosted a “focus group”
meeting at its headquarters. The company invited
12 customers. These included long–term customers as
well as new clients.
“From those discussions, we learned a lot,” said
Lum. “The feedback was invaluable. One of the things
the focus group members told us is that we’re not doing
a good job of letting our customers know that we are
involved in the community, and that we are an environmentally sustainable company.”
Green and low–impact products have been shown to
be as effective compared to the old pesticides.
He added, “We don’t satisfy everyone on the environmental side, but we see ourselves as environmentalists,
interested in taking care of the planet. We use environmentally friendly, low–impact products. It was an
amazing group of people providing us with this feedback. What I learned in particular, is that you have to
make sure people know the character of your company,
and not be self–serving at the same time.”
Lum said the focus group members also pointed out
that Slug–A–Bug has “really good people working for
the company. That was universal — across the board.
And we’re proud of that. Continuous process improvement is something we work on every day. The process

is driven by the input of our employees.”
The late Peter F. Drucker, one of the most influential thinkers on management, stated: “Whatever an
enterprise does internally and externally needs to be
improved systematically and continuously; product and
service, production processes, marketing, service,
technology, training and development of people, using
information. Continuous improvements in any area
eventually transform the operation.”
Drucker knew that change has to be driven by
effectiveness and supported by efficiency if it’s going to
transform an organization for the better.
Years ago, Lum said Slug–A–Bug adopted Rotary
International’s “Four–Way Test,” a cornerstone of that
organization’s actions and decisions.
The Four–Way Test centers on these questions: Is it
the truth? Is it fair to all concerned? Will it build
goodwill and better friendships? And will it be beneficial to all concerned?”
The four brief questions are not based on culture or
religion. Instead, they are a simple checklist for ethical
behavior. They transcend generations.
Lum says those four questions never cease to be
relevant. He added that his company also adheres to
five core values that align with the Four–Way Test.
Lum cites: caring for customers and coworkers like
family; caring for our community and the environment;
personal accountability, responsibility, and empowerment; personal development and training; and wealth
through profit and growth.
Despite the challenges of the coronavirus pandemic,
Slug–A–Bug is growing impressively in 2020.
When the shelter–in–place or stay–at–home rules
became the norm in most states during the coronavirus

pandemic, the good news was that pest–management
companies were deemed an essential business by the
government and could remain open.
As a result, Slug–A–Bug never missed a beat. Its
business kept moving forward.
“We are within striking distance of our original
revenue goal,” said Lum. “I presented a 7 percent
annual revenue growth plan to the board. Currently,
we’re a little higher than 7 percent annual revenue
growth year–over–year. So we may end up 8, 9, 10 or
11 percent.”
Here are some of Lum’s business tips:
l Do what you love, love what you do. Find and
develop others who will do the same in your company.
l Discover great people. Text them, trust them, work
alongside them, believe in them and admonish them —
in that order. Do this, and you will almost never have a
major problem.
l Create experiences for your client. Don’t just sell
them a standard operating procedure. A robot can
adhere to a protocol. Find employees who enjoy caring
for people and take pride in excellence. Then, take care
of the people who take care of your clients. Treat them
as equals.
Lum is always stressing the importance of sticking
to the core values of the company. “When you hold true
to your core values, and instill those values into
everyone who comes aboard, you may be surprised at
what an impact it can have on your company.”
On a large board in the conference room at
Slug–A–Bug is this message written in bold letters:
“Be Awesome Today!”
“That’s what we strive to do every day. We’re
building on our successes,” said Lum.
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Florida Retina Specialists
Continued from page 1
proliferate, demand for services of retina specialists will
only grow.
“There is a shortage of retina specialists in Brevard
County. And it takes a while to recruit a retina specialist,”
said Juliette Venzara, whose practice is in the process of
doing that.
Brevard County has a population of more than 600,000
people, and 24.2 percent of the residents are 65 years and
older, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. Yet the county
has fewer than six retina specialists. These are highly
trained physicians who specialize in diseases and surgery
of the vitreous body of the eye and the retina, treating both
adults and children. Vitreoretinal surgeons work on
delicate tissue in incredibly small spaces of the eye cavity.
In order for the Venzaras to make their new project
happen, they had to assemble a team.
They needed a bank to do the financing, an architect to
design the building, an interior designer to do space
planning, specifications, and help select furnishings, and a
general contractor to construct the facility.
Nothing moves forward on a construction project until a
bank signs on to lend the money.
“We met with several banks to discuss financing for our
new building,” said Juliette Venzara, who has been
involved in all aspects of this project. “Community Bank of
the South was selected for the project. They wanted to
continue their relationship established with us years
before. They were able to negotiate the best loan for us and
that meant a lot. We have a wonderful relationship with
Bill Taylor and Kelly Guldi.”
Taylor is the founding president and chief executive
officer of 21–year–old Community Bank of South, based on
Merritt Island with offices in Cocoa and Rockledge. Guldi
is the senior vice president and chief credit officer.
“We first met the Venzaras in 2014, when they came
back to Brevard County from Birmingham, Ala., after
Dr. Venzara finished a fellowship,” said Taylor.
“Building this new facility in Viera has been their
dream and aspiration. This is the American Dream —
owning your own business, owning your own medical
practice. Community Bank of the South was delighted to
have helped them achieve this. There is a big need for this
type of medical facility in Viera. And the need is going to be
there 20 years into the future.”
Taylor added, “Dr. Venzara and Juliette are hard–
working individuals. It’s not uncommon for Dr. Venzara to
be in surgery at 10 o’clock on a Friday night and then see
emergency patients on Saturday and Sunday.”
Taylor said Community Bank of the South “has long
been known for working with small–business owners
providing them with loans to start and grow their enterprises. And Florida Retina Specialists is an example. We
strive to build long–term customer relationships.”
Dr. Venzara completed a four–year internship and
ophthalmology residency training program at the Texas
A&M Scott & White Eye Institute, where he served as
chief resident, before joining the Retina Consultants of
Alabama fellowship program at University of Alabama–
Birmingham Callahan Eye Institute.
When the Venzaras decided to open their practice in
Brevard County in 2014, they met with six banks to secure
a loan. “We met with large banks as well as small banks,”
said Juliette Venzara, a University of Central Florida
business graduate.
“We didn’t own a home at that time or have much
collateral. There were a couple of banks willing to work
with us, but Community Bank of the South is the one that
saw the potential in our business. They took the time to
listen. They gave us our first loan to establish the practice.”
“It’s an incredible story. The Venzaras started the
OCTOBER 12, 2020

practice with zero patients,” said Taylor. Today, Florida
Retina Specialists sees patients from Merritt Island,
Rockledge, Palm Bay, West Melbourne, Vero Beach,
Indialantic, Sebastian, and other areas, said Juliette
Venzara.
“We probably have 20 referring doctors in the Viera and
Melbourne areas,” she said. “These are optometrists,
ophthalmologists, endocrinologists, and general practitioners. We want to be closer to them and Viera Medical Park
is conveniently located.”
A welcoming ceremony, attended by businesspeople,
was held in Viera for the Venzaras’ new project. Chris
Kennedy, a longtime former executive with Health First
Inc., made the introductions. Over his career, he served as
president of Cape Canaveral Hospital in Cocoa Beach, as
president of Holmes Regional Medical Center in
Melbourne and as president of Viera Hospital. He’s the
only individual to do that in Health First’s 25–year history.
Scott Miller, senior vice president of sales and community development at The Viera Co., was one of the speakers.
“It’s gratifying to see Dr. Venzara and Juliette invest in
the vision that we’ve created in Viera,” he said. “In July,
Viera was ranked as the 13th top–selling master–planned
community in America, competing against Orlando,
Miami, and other metropolitan statistical areas. We have
great medical facilities, schools, and housing in Viera. The
composition of all that is what draws people to Viera.
We’re extremely grateful and appreciative of the Venzaras.
I believe they’ve been looking at this site for six years. And
it has finally come to fruition. They demonstrated faith in
our community. Being close to Viera Hospital is a huge
differentiator.”
The ranking that Miller was referencing is the annual
RCLCO survey, formally known as Robert Charles Lesser
& Co. For the past 26 years, RCLCO has conducted a
national survey identifying the top–selling master–
planned communities in the nation.
“Last year more than 500 homes were built in Viera,”
said Miller. “And we hope to do more than that this year.
It’s critical that we have great health–care services close to
residents. Florida Retina Specialists is an example of that.”
The Venzaras selected area firm DNA Architects Inc. to
design their new building. They interviewed a number of
architects and builders for the project. The firm’s principal
is architect Dave Nagrodsky, a member of the American
Institute of Architects.
“We really liked Dave’s portfolio of work and the fact
that he has designed numerous medical facilities in Viera,”
said Juliette Venzara, who is a member of the American
Society of Ophthalmic Administrators and the American
Society of Retina Specialists for Administrators.
“Viera has stringent building codes. The building design
must go through the Viera Review Board before it even
goes to the county for permitting. Dave really knows what
to look for to make that process smoother. He also specializes in the Mediterranean look and feel, and that’s what
the Viera Medical Park guidelines called for. The building
had to be Mediterranean in style with rounded windows, a
barrel tile roof, and those types of things. We like working
with Dave and have developed a friendship.”
She added that Nagrodsky has also worked with the
project’s general contractor, Centennial Development
Group, which specializes in commercial construction and
has been in business for 15 years. “We interviewed
different builders and developers and decided on the
Centennial Development Group. They have worked hard
to keep the project not only top quality, but also within our
budget.”
“I can’t wait to see it constructed and completed,” said
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Diana Gonzalez–Villamil, vice president of interior design
for American Business Interiors in Melbourne, the design
firm for the project. “I believe it’s going to be a true gem —
a great medical facility.”
Gonzalez–Villamil, a member of the American Institute
of Architects, said the new facility “will be light in colors
and sophisticated, with great attention to details and
design features, such as beautiful, airy, modern, large
chandeliers in the double–volume entrance of the reception
area; an elegant reception desk with quartz transaction
tops; and a selection of commercially rated flooring and
wall–treatment materials, selected not only for their
beauty but also for their performance, as well as for the
comfort of the end–user — the patient.”
She said the Venzaras “knew what they wanted and we
were able to capture their vision quickly, allowing us to
elaborate on it until a final product plan was completed, to
everyone’s satisfaction. It is a pleasure to work with
Juliette and Dr. Venzara.”
Dr. Venzara earned a degree in biomedical engineering,
as well as his medical degree, from the University of
Miami. His senior design project in biomedical engineering
was an electronic eye–dropper. “That work led me to
developing some relationships at Bascom Palmer Eye
Institute. I became intrigued with the various technologies
available to study the eye and I spent a year doing fulltime
research there during my second and third year of medical
school.”
He worked on a pattern electroretinogram, “where we
would test electrical signals when the retina was stimulated by different light sources to help better understand
the function and the health of the retina. It was a wonderful time. I learned a lot. I met a lot of great people. I have
maintained many of those relationships today,” he said.
Dr. Venzara’s research has been published in peer–
reviewed journals and presented at national meetings. His
father, Dr. Frank X. Venzara II, is a board–certified plastic
and reconstructive surgeon who has served the community
since the 1980s.
The younger Dr. Venzara became interested in
ophthalmology after meeting Dr. J. Lawton Smith, one of
the “founding five” physicians of Bascom Palmer Eye
Institute.
The late Dr. Smith was a neuro–ophthalmologist. He
was credited with creating the nation’s first post–graduate
neuro–ophthalmology course.
“We had the honor of meeting Dr. Smith and formed a
great friendship,” said Juliette Venzara. “We would go to
his home every Thursday night for Bible study. At the
time, we were newlyweds. He was not only a mentor in
ophthalmology, but he also invited us to the Christian
Ophthalmology Society meetings. He was a mentor for us
professionally as well as personally. Dr. Smith had such an
impact on our lives we named our second son after him.”
Today, Dr. Venzara serves on the board of directors for
the Christian Ophthalmology Society. Founded in 1977,
the Christian Ophthalmology Society is an interdisciplinary group of eye physicians and surgeons.
At the groundbreaking ceremony, Dr. Venzara held up
a Bible which he said was “going underneath their new
building at Viera Medical Park.”
“Viera means faith in the Slovak language,” said Miller
of The Viera Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of A. Duda &
Sons Inc. Andrew Duda emigrated from Slovakia to
America in 1909 to pursue the American Dream — to own
land, freely practice his faith, and create a better life for his
family.
“And this is what Dr. Venzara and Juliette are doing.
They are pursuing the American Dream,” said Taylor,
their banker.
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